Buffalo Check Tartan – Happy Holidays Card

Technique: Copic/Die cutting
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: 20 – 30 minutes – depending on how fast you color

STAMPS:
Hero Arts Christmas Robins
Hero Arts Buffalo Check Pattern Bold Print
Hero Arts Christmas Holidays Stamp and Cut

INKS:
Hero Arts Intense Black

Copic Markers:
Green: YG01, YG03, YG23, YG67
Red: R24, R46, R59
Brown: E21, E31, E35, E57

TOMBOW MARKERS:
Red #856
Black #NIS

ACCESSORIES:
Misti Stamping Platform
Die Cutting Machine
Tape Runner
Paper Trimmer
Tape runner
Hero Hues Enamel Dots
Hero Arts Christmas Robins Frame Cuts Dies
Foam Tape
Ruler
white gel pen

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Hammermill #100 White
5-1/2 x 8-1/2 score and fold at 4-1/4 - card base.
4-1/4 x  5-1/2 – card front (cut the sentiment shadow out of the center
Hero Arts Sand
3-5/8 x 4-7/8 – mat, and cut sentiment out of center
Hero Arts Cherry Red
5-1/2 x 8-1/2 – buffalo check, cut down to 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 for card front
Sand
Hammermill White
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – stamp color and cut out the bird and foliage.
DIRECTIONS:

1. Use a Misti to stamp the Buffalo Check onto the half sheet of Sand card stock with the black ink.
2. Use the ruler and the red marker to add lines on either side of the red stamped image, in both directions.
3. Use the white gel pen to draw lines down the center of each of the black lines in both directions.
4. Use the Misti again to stamp the bird and foliage.
5. Color with the copic markers and cut out with the coordinating dies.
6. Cut the sentiment shadow from the center of the Sand colored card front before you attach it to the top folding white card base.
7. Cut the sentiment from the center of the red mat.
8. Cut the Buffalo Check Tartan piece down to 3-1/2 x 4-3/4 and attach it to the red mat.
9. Use the tape runner to attach this panel to the card front.
10. Use white glue to attach the sentiment to the shadow and then foam squares to attach it to the card front.
11. Add the bird and foliage.
12. Add 3 white enamel dots

Hope you enjoyed today’s card and here are the supplies I used. Affiliate links used where possible at no cost to you.
Note: supplies shown are for all 4 cards in today’s post

CG855 Buffalo Check Pattern Bold...
CM583 Color Layering Merry Christmas...
SB286 Christmas Robins Bundle | Hero...
Copic Sketch Marker R46
STRONG RED...

Copic Sketch Marker R59
CARDINAL...

Copic Sketch Marker E21
SOFT SUN...

Copic Sketch Marker E31
BRICK BEIGE...

Copic Sketch Marker E35
CHAMOIS Light...

Copic Sketch Marker E57
LIGHT WALNUT...

Copic Sketch Marker YG01
GREEN BICE...

Copic Sketch Marker YG03
YELLOW GREEN...

Copic Sketch Marker YG23
NEW LEAF...

Copic Sketch Marker YG67
MOSS Dark...

Sakura WHITE OPAQUE
GLAZE GEL PENS 2...

Simon Says Stamp DOT
RUNNER AND 2...
Scrapbook Adhesives 0.25 INCH 3D 308...

DMC Metallic GOLD Embroidery Thread...

Tsukineko Versamark EMBOSS INK PAD...

Simon Says Stamp EMBOSSING POWDER...

Popular Wagner Precision Heat Tool HT400

Ranger ANTI STATIC POUCH ink62332

Simon Says Stamp EMBOSSING POWDER...